The long standing relationship between the two family owned companies has customers asking for Belden by name, among them the University of Kentucky, Centre College and Asbury Theological Seminary.
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August 24, 1949. Under the leadership of Kenny Cox, the Clay Ingels and Belden Brick alliance continue to provide the very best in masonry resources, there is no substitute for genuine clay brick,” said Gregg Borchelt, president and CEO of the Brick Industry Association (BIA).

Take a drive around Lexington and Central Kentucky and you'll see, woven into hundreds of homes and businesses, the bricks and building materials that have earned Clay Ingels its stellar reputation in the industry, with the kind of experience that big box retailers simply can't touch.

"As a versatile building material made from abundant natural resources, there is no substitute for genuine clay brick," said Gregg Borchelt, president and CEO of the Brick Industry Association (BIA).

Now 90 years ago, Evan Ingels and Matt Clay began pumping the natural resource and building their business, Clay Ingels. "Now a fourth-generation family-owned business, Clay Ingels has stood the test of time by continuing to lead the Central Kentucky market as the largest and most experienced supplier of masonry products."
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"The long standing relationship between the two family owned companies has customers asking for Belden by name, among them the University of Kentucky, Centre College and Asbury Theological Seminary."
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